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Abstract In this report performances of ChromStruct4 and tadbit have
been compared. These are two methods for the inference of chromatin
three-dimensional conformations starting from Chromosome Conforma-
tion Capture data. tadbit and ChromStruct4 have been tested against
the same data sets from real hi-c experiments. With comparative experi-
ments, also robustness of ChromStruct4 against biases have been tested.

1 Introduction

tadbit [1] is a very popular method with good performances and with reason-
able calculation times. It takes in input the hi-c contact data [2] from Illumina
sequencing. This method removes biases through the ice algorithm [3], pro-
duces normalized contact matrices and identifies topological association domains
(tads) [4]. tadbit models the chromatin fibre as a set of non-connected consec-
utive beads; all the beads have the same radius and are subject to constraints.
The method identifies, in an empiric way, three different distances of balance: for
consecutive beads, for couples of beads whose contact frequencies exceed a cer-
tain threshold (they are often in contact so they are supposed to be close to each
other) and for couples of beads whose contact frequencies do not exceed a certain
threshold (they are rarely in contact, so they are supposed to be far from each
other). tadbit produces many three-dimensional conformations by optimizing
harmonic functions associated with Euclidean distances between pairs of beads,
using as equilibrium distances the constraints previously described. Finally, the
method selects configurations best fitting the input data through a Monte Carlo
method.
ChromStruct4 [5, 6] takes in input hi-c contact matrices. The method doesn’t
clean up data because it uses a data filtering method which makes it robust
against biases. ChromStruct4 identifies topological domains (tads) using its
own algorithm and models the chromatin fibre as a bead-chain in which con-
secutive beads are connected to each other. The system is treated as a kinematic



chain and motion is performed by quaternions. hi-c data derive from millions
of cells, so ChromStruct4 is aimed to sample the space of possible solutions. At
every run, this method produces a three-dimensional chromatin conformation
through a Simulated Annealing method, adopting a scoring function oriented to
rewarding fit with input data and discouraging geometrical constraint violations.

2 Tests against Hi-C real data

Both methods have been tested against the following data sets:

– Long arm of human Chromosome 1: from 150.3Mb to 179.4Mb (binned at
100kb) [geo: gse18199] [2]

– Caulobacter Crescentus cb15 (binned at 10kb) [geo: gse45966] [3]

tadbit takes in input fastq sequencing data and produces contact matrices,
both raw and normalized with ice. The raw matrix produced by tadbit for the
long arm of Chromosmome 1 is different from the contact matrix of Lieberman-
Aiden [2], even though they both derive from the same hi-c data, also the raw
Caulobacter matrix produced by tadbit is different from the contact matrix of
Imakaev [3], even though same hi-c data have been used.

Observing the heatmaps of contact matrices produced by tadbit (Figures
2-3 and Figures 5-6) and values inside contact matrices (Figures 7-10), it is
noteworthy that contact frequencies are different before and after normalization
with ice (two or three orders of magnitude), but the differences in heatmaps are
small. Probably, the heatmap microsoft excel’s algorithm attributes to raw
and normalized values the same color.
We also observe that:

– Matrices produced by tadbit for Chromosome 1 are more concentrated
around the main diagonal than those of Lieberman-Aiden

– Matrices produced by tadbit for the Caulobacter Crescentus have many
rows and columns full of zeroes.

Probably, the differences between data produced by tadbit and Lieberman-
Aiden and between data produced by tadbit and Imakaev depend on differences
in the methods used in building the contact matrices from sequencing data.

3 Comparison of conformations produced by TADbit and
ChromStruct4

In order to compare the two methods, the contact matrices produced by tadbit,
both normalized and raw, have been used. Aims of this comparison are:



Figure1. Heatmap of the contact matrix of the long arm of Chromosome 1 produced
by Lieberman-Aiden on hi-c data.



Figure2. Heatmap of the raw contact matrix of the long arm of Chromosome 1 pro-
duced by tadbit.



Figure3. Heatmap of the normalized (ice) contact matrix of the long arm of Chro-
mosome 1 produced by tadbit.



Figure4. Heatmap of the contact matrix of Caulobacter Crescentus produced by
Imakaev on hi-c data.



Figure5. Heatmap of the raw contact matrix of Caulobacter Crescentus produced by
tadbit.



Figure6. Heatmap of the normalized (ice) contact matrix of Caulobacter Crescentus
produced by tadbit.



Figure7. Contact matrix of raw data of the long arm of Chromosome 1 produced by
tadbit.

Figure8. Contact matrix of normalized (ice) data of the long arm of Chromosome 1
produced by tadbit.

Figure9. Contact matrix of raw data of Caulobacter Crescentus produced by tadbit.



Figure10. Contact matrix of normalized (ice) data of Caulobacter Crescentus pro-
duced by tadbit.

1. Verifying that the outputs of ChromStruct4 do not depend on data normal-
ization, because ChromStruct4 uses a filtering method that makes it robust
against biases.

2. Comparing final configurations produced by tadbit and ChromStruct4 from
the same inputs. Agreement of results would be a good validation, because
the two methods are based on different approaches. If the final outputs are
similar, the features characterizing such configurations could actually mark
biological characteristics captured by both methods.

The following results have been produced:

– ChromStruct4: 100 configurations of Chromosome 1 starting from the raw
matrix

– ChromStruct4: 100 configurations of Chromosome 1 starting from the nor-
malized matrix

– tadbit: 100 configurations of Chromosome 1 starting from the normalized
matrix

– ChromStruct4: 100 configurations of Caulobacter starting from the raw ma-
trix

– ChromStruct4: 100 configurations of Caulobacter starting from the normal-
ized matrix

– tadbit: 100 configurations of Caulobacter starting from the normalized ma-
trix

Figures 11-16 demonstrate how the configurations produced by ChromStruct4
are more varied in shape than those produced by tadbit, which are very homo-
geneous. Conformations of both Chromosome 1 and Caulobacter produced by
tadbit are very similar to each other, this behavior may be due to the algorithm
leaving few degrees of freedom or to the biases given by harmonics governing
tadbit’s evolution.

Figures 17-22 show the boxplots of Euclidean-distance vs genomic-distance
for all output sets. These graphs help us to understand the variability of the



Figure11. Configurations of Chromosome 1 produced by ChromStruct4 from the raw
contact matrix.

Figure12. Configurations of Chromosome 1 produced by ChromStruct4 from the nor-
malized contact matrix.

Figure13. Configurations of Chromosome 1 produced by tadbit from the normalized
contact matrix.

Figure14. Configurations of Caulobacter produced by ChromStruct4 from the raw
contact matrix.



Figure15. Configurations of Caulobacter produced by ChromStruct4 from the nor-
malized contact matrix.

Figure16. Configurations of Caulobacter produced by ChromStruct4 from the nor-
malized contact matrix.

Figure17. Boxplot of 100 conformations produced by ChromStruct4 on raw data of
Chromosome 1.



Figure18. Boxplot of 100 conformations produced by ChromStruct4 on normalized
data of Chromosome 1.

Figure19. Boxplot of 100 conformations produced by tadbit on normalized data of
Chromosome 1.



Figure20. Boxplot of 100 conformations produced by ChromStruct4 on raw data of
Caulobacter.

Figure21. Boxplot of 100 conformations produced by ChromStruct4 on normalized
data of Caulobacter.



Figure22. Boxplot of 100 conformations produced by tadbit on normalized data of
Caulobacter.

solutions with respect to their genomic organization. As can be seen, the config-
urations of Caulobacter and Chromosome 1 produced by tadbit are much less
variable than those produced by ChromStruct4 (boxplots are less expanded).
Other important observations can be made about size:

– The maximum size of the portion of Chromosome 1 [150.3Mb,179.4Mb] mod-
elled by ChromStruct4 is about 2.5 microns, while the conformations pro-
duced by tadbit on the same data reach nearly 5 microns.

– The size of the Caulobacter conformations produced by ChromStruct4 are
smaller, never exceeding 0.3 microns, than those produced by tadbit, always
more than 1 micron.

Synthetic contact matrices have been produced for both ChromStruct4 and
tadbit. Threshold of contact between two beads has been assumed as the sum
of their radii (calculated by ChromStruct4) multiplied by 1.2.

Figures 23-28 show that the conformations produced by tadbit are much less
varied than those produced by ChromStruct4, the contacts are infrequently scat-
tered and almost always concern the same bin pairs. Moreover, for Caulobacter,
the red areas (i.e. high frequencies) are concentrated around the main diagonal.



Figure23. Synthetic contact matrix of 100 conformations produced by ChromStruct4
on raw data from Chromosome 1.



Figure24. Synthetic contact matrix of 100 conformations produced by ChromStruct4
on normalized data from Chromosome 1.



Figure25. Synthetic contact matrix of 100 conformations produced by tadbit on nor-
malized data from Chromosome 1.



Figure26. Synthetic contact matrix of 100 conformations produced by ChromStruct4
on raw data from Caulobacter.



Figure27. Synthetic contact matrix of 100 conformations produced by ChromStruct4
on normalized data from Caulobacter.



Figure28. Synthetic contact matrix of 100 conformations produced by tadbit on nor-
malized data from Caulobacter.



4 Conclusions

From comparative experiments between ChromStruct4 and tadbit, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

– ChromStruct4 is robust against biases, because boxplots Euclidean-distance
vs genomic-distance and synthetic matrices, for both Chromosome 1 and
Caulobacter, are very similar in raw and normalized data (ice).

– tadbit and ChromStruct4 produce different conformations, both in structure
and sizes. This means that the two approaches focus on different strategies
in the chromatin’s three-dimensional structure reconstruction. Starting from
the same data, they produce different results. The tadbit solutions are also
much less variable than those produced by ChromStruct4.
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